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If You'll Be My Valentine
Listen, Slowly is a New York Times Book Review Notable Book and a Publishers
Weekly Best Book of the Year! This remarkable and bestselling novel from Thanhha
Lai, author of the National Book Award–winning and Newbery Honor Book Inside
Out & Back Again, follows a young girl as she learns the true meaning of family. A
California girl born and raised, Mai can’t wait to spend her vacation at the beach.
Instead, she has to travel to Vietnam with her grandmother, who is going back to
find out what really happened to her husband during the Vietnam War. Mai’s
parents think this trip will be a great opportunity for their out-of-touch daughter to
learn more about her culture. But to Mai, those are their roots, not her own.
Vietnam is hot, smelly, and the last place she wants to be. Besides barely speaking
the language, she doesn’t know the geography, the local customs, or even her
distant relatives. To survive her trip, Mai must find a balance between her two
completely different worlds. Perfect for fans of Rita Williams-Garcia and Linda Sue
Park, Listen, Slowly is an irresistibly charming and emotionally poignant tale about
a girl who discovers that home and culture, family and friends, can all mean
different things.

Different Dragons
Although Juno, a Korean-American boy, cannot read the letter he receives from his
grandmother in Seoul, he understands what it means from the photograph and
dried flower that are enclosed and decides to send back to her a similar letter. Ezra
Jack Keats Book Award Winner. Reprint.

Thanhha Lai Young Readers' Collection
Inside Out and Back Again is a #1 New York Times bestseller, a Newbery Honor
Book, and a winner of the National Book Award! Inspired by the author's childhood
experience as a refugee—fleeing Vietnam after the Fall of Saigon and immigrating
to Alabama—this coming-of-age debut novel told in verse has been celebrated for
its touching child's-eye view of family and immigration. Hà has only ever known
Saigon: the thrills of its markets, the joy of its traditions, and the warmth of her
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friends close by. But now the Vietnam War has reached her home. Hà and her
family are forced to flee as Saigon falls, and they board a ship headed toward
hope—toward America. This moving story of one girl's year of change, dreams,
grief, and healing received four starred reviews, including one from Kirkus which
proclaimed it "enlightening, poignant, and unexpectedly funny." An author's note
explains how and why Thanhha Lai translated her personal experiences into Hà's
story. This updated digital edition also includes an interview with the author, an
activity you can do with your family, tips on writing poetry, and discussion
questions.

Lily to the Rescue: Two Little Piggies
In the vein of the classic The Wave and inspired by a real-life incident, this riveting
novel explores discrimination and antisemitism and reveals their dangerous
impact. SENIOR YEAR. When an assignment given by a favorite teacher instructs a
group of students to argue for the Final Solution, a euphemism used to describe
the Nazi plan for the genocide of the Jewish people, Logan March and Cade
Crawford are horrified. Their teacher cannot seriously expect anyone to complete
an assignment that fuels intolerance and discrimination. Logan and Cade decide
they must take a stand. As the school administration addressed the teens' refusal
to participate in the appalling debate, the student body, their parents, and the
larger community are forced to face the issue as well. The situation explodes, and
acrimony and anger result. What does it take for tolerance, justice, and love to
prevail?

Guys Read
A country uncommonly rich in plants, animals, and natural habitats, the Socialist
Republic of Vietnam shelters a significant portion of the world’s biological diversity,
including rare and unique organisms and an unusual mixture of tropical and
temperate species. This book is the first comprehensive account of Vietnam’s
natural history in English. Illustrated with maps, photographs, and thirty-five
original watercolor illustrations, the book offers a complete tour of the country’s
plants and animals along with a full discussion of the factors shaping their
evolution and distribution. Separate chapters focus on northern, central, and
southern Vietnam, regions that encompass tropics, subtropics, mountains,
lowlands, wetland and river regions, delta and coastal areas, and offshore islands.
The authors provide detailed descriptions of key natural areas to visit, where a
traveler might explore limestone caves or glimpse some of the country’s twentyseven monkey and ape species and more than 850 bird species. The book also
explores the long history of humans in the country, including the impact of the
Vietnam-American War on plants and animals, and describes current efforts to
conserve Vietnam’s complex, fragile, and widely threatened biodiversity.

Echo
The lives of sisters Marianne and Marguerite take very unexpected courses when
William, the man they both adore, writes after a ten year absence and asks for
Marianne's hand in marriage, even though it is Marguerite he has always loved.
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Other Words for Home
Reunited with his family for the first time since he was a baby, fifth grader Du
struggles to adapt to his new home in the United States.

Paper Wishes
The Ignorance of Bliss tells the true story of ten-year-old Sandy, who moves with
her American military family to Saigon, Vietnam where her father, the Colonel,
serves as a military advisor to the South Vietnamese Army. In 1960s Saigon, Sandy
finds a world of crushing poverty and extraordinary beauty; a world of streets,
villas, and brothels, where politics and intrigue reside between plot and
counterplot. Blissfully living a life of French decadence, Sandy maneuvers between
coups, spies, bombings, corruption, and scandal as she and her thirteen-year-old
brother, Tom, run an illicit baby powder and Hershey bar business on the black
market and live a life of school, scouts, dance parties, and movies at the
underground theater. When the Colonel’s counterpart, Colonel Le Van Sam,
delivers an expose on the current ruling Diem regime, Sandy finds that her
constant spying on her father’s activities has brought her face to face with the
reality of Vietnam and the anti-American sentiment that pervades it. This comingof age story takes place in a turbulent country striving for nationalism, giving the
reader a stunning look into the life of military dependents living abroad and the
underlying ignorance that surrounded a little understood time in history.

A Handful of Stars
Twelve--year-old Aisulu defies the expectations of her Kazakh family and tradition
to train an eagle in order to save her brother, Serik, and prevent her family from
giving up their nomadic life forever.

Vietnam: A Natural History
In one month Jeremy Fink will turn thirteen. But does he have what it takes to be a
teenager? He collects mutant candy, he won't venture more than four blocks from
his apartment if he can help it, and he definitely doesn't like surprises. On the
other hand, his best friend, Lizzy, isn't afraid of anything, even if that might get her
into trouble now and then. Jeremy's summer takes an unexpected turn when a
mysterious wooden box arrives in the mail. According to the writing on the box, it
holds the meaning of life! Jeremy is supposed to open it on his thirteenth birthday.
The problem is, the keys are missing, and the box is made so that only the keys
will open it without destroying what's inside. Jeremy and Lizzy set off to find the
keys, but when one of their efforts goes very wrong, Jeremy starts to lose hope
that he'll ever be able to open the box. But he soon discovers that when you're
meeting people named Oswald Oswald and using a private limo to deliver unusual
objects to strangers all over the city, there might be other ways of finding out the
meaning of life. Lively characters, surprising twists, and thought-provoking ideas
make Wendy Mass's latest novel an unforgettable read.

Listen, Slowly
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From Saving Lucas Biggs authors Marisa de los Santos and David Teague comes a
heartwarming middle grade adventure about two misfits discovering the
importance of just being themselves. When thirteen-year-olds Aaron and Audrey
meet at a wilderness camp in the desert, they think their quirks are enough to
prevent them from ever having friends. But as they trek through the challenging
and unforgiving landscape, they learn that they each have what it takes to make
the other whole. Luminous and clever, Connect the Stars takes on some hefty
topics of the day—bullying, understanding where you fit in, and learning to live
with physical and mental challenges—all in a joyous adventure kids will love!

Nantucket Neighbors
Future rock star or friendless misfit? That’s no choice at all. In this acclaimed novel,
twelve-year-old Apple grapples with being different; with friends and backstabbers;
and with following her dreams. Publishers Weekly called Blackbird Fly “a true
triumph,” and the Los Angeles Times Book Review said, “Apple soars like the
eponymous blackbird of her favorite Beatles song.” Apple has always felt a little
different from her classmates. She and her mother moved to Louisiana from the
Philippines when she was little, and her mother still cooks Filipino foods and
chastises Apple for becoming “too American.” When Apple’s friends turn on her
and everything about her life starts to seem weird and embarrassing, Apple turns
to music. If she can just save enough to buy a guitar and learn to play, maybe she
can change herself. It might be the music that saves her . . . or it might be her two
new friends, who show her how special she really is. Erin Entrada Kelly deftly
brings Apple’s conflicted emotions to the page in her debut novel about family,
friendship, popularity, and going your own way. “A must-read for those kids
cringing at their own identities.”—Bulletin of the Center for Children’s Books.

The Willoughbys Return
Amid old secrets revealed and rifts healed, a thirteen-year-old Vietnamese orphan
raised in rural France by her aging "Grand-Pierre" learns about life, death, and
love.

Zazoo
An illuminating picture book biography of an artist and former slave whose
patchwork quilts bring the stories of her family to life. Harriet Powers learned to
sew and quilt as a young slave girl on a Georgia plantation. She lived through the
Civil War and Reconstruction, and eventually owned a cotton farm with her family,
all the while relying on her skills with the needle to clothe and feed her children.
Later she began making pictorial quilts, using each square to illustrate Bible stories
and local legends. She exhibited her quilts at local cotton fairs, and though she
never traveled outside of Georgia, her quilts are now priceless examples of African
American folk art. Barbara Herkert’s lyrical narrative and Vanessa Newton’s
patchwork illustrations bring this important artist to life in a moving picture-book
biography.

The Science of Breakable Things
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Acclaimed New York Times bestselling author Thanhha Lai won the National Book
Award for Young People's Literature and the Newbery Honor for her debut novel,
Inside Out and Back Again. This collection includes Inside Out and Back Again
along with her newest novel, Listen, Slowly. Inside Out and Back Again: Inspired by
the author's childhood experience of fleeing Vietnam after the Fall of Saigon and
immigrating to Alabama, this coming-of-age debut novel told in verse has been
celebrated for its touching child's-eye view of family and immigration. For all the
ten years of her life, Hà has only known Saigon: the thrills of its markets, the joy of
its traditions, and the warmth of her friends close by. But now the Vietnam War has
reached her home. Hà and her family are forced to flee as Saigon falls, and they
board a ship headed toward hope. In America, Hà discovers the foreign world of
Alabama: the coldness of its strangers, the dullness of its food . . . and the strength
of her very own family. Listen, Slowly: Twelve-year-old Mia's parents are sending
her, along with her father, on a trip to Vietnam so she can learn more about her
roots—and also help her grandmother figure out what really happened to Mia's
grandfather during the Vietnam War. Since Mia barely knows the language or
customs, she is desperately counting down the days until she can go back home.
But the next few weeks are a life-changing experience. As time passes, Mia begins
to have a change of heart, growing closer to her family and developing an
understanding of a culture and an entire world which that she never really knew
about.

Inside Out and Back Again
When life tries to break you, hold tight to your friends. When Natalie's science
teacher suggests that she enter an egg drop competition, Natalie thinks that this
might be the perfect solution to all of her problems. There's prize money, and if
she and her friends wins, then she can fly her botanist mother to see the
miraculous Cobalt Blue Orchids--flowers that survive against impossible odds.
Natalie's mother has been suffering from depression, and Natalie is sure that the
flowers' magic will inspire her mom to love life again. Which means it's time for
Natalie's friends to step up and show her that talking about a problem is like taking
a plant out of a dark cupboard and giving it light. With their help, Natalie begins an
uplifting journey to discover the science of hope, love, and miracles. A vibrant,
extraordinary debut about the coming-of-age moment when kids realize that
parents are people, too. Think The Fourteenth Goldfish meets The Thing About
Jellyfish. "Natalie's Korean heritage is sensitively explored, as is the central issue of
depression." --Publishers Weekly "A compassionate glimpse of mental illness
accessible to a broad audience." --Kirkus Reviews, STARRED REVIEW "Holy moly!!!
This book made me feel." --Colby Sharp, editor of The Creativity Project, teacher,
and cofounder of Nerdy Book Club

Masque of the Red Death
Did mushroom tea kick-start ancient Greek philosophy? Was Alice's Adventures in
Wonderland a thinly veiled psychedelic mushroom odyssey? Is Santa Claus really a
magic mushroom in disguise? The world of the magic mushroom is a place where
shamans and hippies rub shoulders with psychiatrists, poets, and international
bankers. Since its rediscovery only fifty years ago, this hallucinogenic fungus, once
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shunned in the West as the most pernicious of poisons, has inspired a plethora of
folktales and urban legends. In this timely and definitive study, Andy Letcher
chronicles the history of the magic mushroom—from its use by the Aztecs of
Central America and the tribes of Siberia through to the present day—stripping
away the myths and taking a critical and humorous look at the drug's more recent
manifestations. Informative, lively, and impeccably researched, Shroom is a unique
and engaging exploration of this most extraordinary of psychedelics.

Alien in My Pocket #4: On Impact!
For most people, home is a place with four walls. It's a place to eat, sleep, rest, and
live. For a refugee, the concept of home is ever-changing, ever-moving, everwavering. And often, it doesn't have any walls at all. Eleven-year-old Lam escapes
from Vietnam with Dee Dee during the Vietnamese Boat People Exodus in 1979,
when people from Vietnam, Laos, and Cambodia fled their homelands for safety.
For a refugee, the trip is a long and perilous one, filled with dangerous encounters
with pirates and greedy sailors, a lack of food and water, and even the stench of a
dead body onboard. When they finally arrive at a refugee camp, Lam befriends
Dao, a girl her age who becomes like a sister-a welcome glimmer of happiness
after a terrifying journey. Readers will feel as close to Lam as the jade pendant she
wears around her neck, sticking by her side throughout her journey as she
experiences fear, crushing loss, boredom, and some small moments of joy along
the way. Written in verse, this is a heartfelt story that is sure to build empathy and
compassion for refugees around the world escaping oppression.

The Ignorance of Bliss
Everything is in ruins.A devastating plague has decimated the population, and
those who are left live in fear of catching it as the city crumbles around them.So
what does Araby Worth have to live for?Nights in the Debauchery Club, beautiful
dresses, glittery makeup . . . and tantalizing ways to forget it all.But in the depths
of the club—in the depths of her own despair—Araby will find more than oblivion.
She will find Will, the terribly handsome proprietor of the club, and Elliott, the
wickedly smart aristocrat. Neither is what he seems. Both have secrets. Everyone
does.And Araby may find not just something to live for, but something to fight
for—no matter what it costs her.

Look Both Ways in the Barrio Blanco
First published: Markham, Ont.: Viking Kestrel, 1986.

Makoons
In this award-winning sequel to Chickadee, acclaimed author Louise Erdrich
continues her celebrated Birchbark House series with the story of an Ojibwe family
in nineteenth-century America. Named for the Ojibwe word for little bear, Makoons
and his twin, Chickadee, have traveled with their family to the Great Plains of
Dakota Territory. There they must learn to become buffalo hunters and once again
help their people make a home in a new land. But Makoons has had a vision that
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foretells great challenges—challenges that his family may not be able to overcome.
Based on Louise Erdrich’s own family history, this fifth book in the series features
black-and-white interior illustrations, a note from the author about her research,
and a map and glossary of Ojibwe terms.

Butterfly Yellow
After moving back to Anchorage and discovering the mysterious disappearance of
her best friend, high school senior Ruthie embarks on a search that reveals dark
secrets.

Sewing Stories: Harriet Powers' Journey from Slave to Artist
In Pakistan, Amal holds onto her dream of being a teacher even after becoming an
indentured servant to pay off her family's debt to the wealthy and corrupt Khan
family.

Blackbird Fly
"A Pakistani-American Muslim girl struggles to stay true to her family's vibrant
culture while simultaneously blending in at school after tragedy strikes her
community"--

Amina's Voice
This must-read Alien in My Pocket book is the fourth in the series by Nate Ball, the
host of PBS's Design Squad and Design Squad Nation. In this hilarious new
adventure, Zack and his alien friend, Amp, learn about friction, deceleration, and
how to soften a crash-landing. When Zack McGee crashes his bike, he's stuck at
home with his arm in a sling and his baseball season on the line. What's worse, his
bike crashed because his four-inch-tall houseguest, Amp, experimented on the
brakes! Now Zack is easy prey for his little brother, Taylor, who's determined to
find out once and for all what mysteries Zack has hidden in his pocket. Like every
book in the Alien in My Pocket series, On Impact! mixes Common Core–aligned
science and safe, hands-on experiments with a hilarious story that young readers
will love. Publishers Weekly said of Alien in My Pocket: Blast Off!: "With its
screwball comedy and lively dialogue, the novel gives readers the opportunity to
laugh as they learn." Supports the Common Core State Standards

The Secret Files of Fairday Morrow
A Newbery Honor Book Today I moved to a twelve-acre rock covered with cement,
topped with bird turd and surrounded by water. I'm not the only kid who lives here.
There's my sister, Natalie, except she doesn't count. And there are twenty-three
other kids who live on the island because their dads work as guards or cook's or
doctors or electricians for the prison, like my dad does. Plus, there are a ton of
murderers, rapists, hit men, con men, stickup men, embezzlers, connivers,
burglars, kidnappers and maybe even an innocent man or two, though I doubt it.
The convicts we have are the kind other prisons don't want. I never knew prisons
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could be picky, but I guess they can. You get to Alcatraz by being the worst of the
worst. Unless you're me. I came here because my mother said I had to.
"Choldenko's pacing is exquisite. . . . [A] great read."—Kirkus Reviews, starred
review From the Trade Paperback edition.

House Without Walls
An irresistible chapter book series from the New York Times bestselling author of A
Dog's Purpose Puppy Tales featuring Lily, a rescue dog who rescues other animals!
Lily lives with her girl, Maggie Rose. Once a stray, Lily was rescued by the kind
people at the animal shelter run by Maggie Rose’s mom. Now she has a very
important purpose: to rescue other animals in trouble. In Lily to the Rescue: Two
Little Piggies, Maggie Rose and Lily meet two little piggies who are lost at a rest
stop and need their mother. But no one knows where they came from. How will
they ever find the piglets’ mom? It’s Lily to the rescue! More Puppy Tales for young
readers by W. Bruce Cameron: Lily to the Rescue Bailey’s Story Ellie’s Story Max’s
Story Molly’s Story Shelby’s Story Toby’s Story At the Publisher's request, this title
is being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Stand on the Sky
Newbery Honor Book! A gorgeously written, hopeful middle grade novel in verse
about a young girl who must leave Syria to move to the United States, perfect for
fans of Jason Reynolds and Aisha Saeed. Jude never thought she’d be leaving her
beloved older brother and father behind, all the way across the ocean in Syria. But
when things in her hometown start becoming volatile, Jude and her mother are
sent to live in Cincinnati with relatives. At first, everything in America seems too
fast and too loud. The American movies that Jude has always loved haven’t quite
prepared her for starting school in the US—and her new label of “Middle Eastern,”
an identity she’s never known before. But this life also brings unexpected
surprises—there are new friends, a whole new family, and a school musical that
Jude might just try out for. Maybe America, too, is a place where Jude can be seen
as she really is. This lyrical, life-affirming story is about losing and finding home
and, most importantly, finding yourself.

Shroom
The Vorlob family is making preparations. Preparations for the new baby, soon to
arrive. Getting ready includes painting a mural in the baby's nursery and making a
list of possible names. Adine, age ten, is used to the routine -- she has four sisters
already: Bernice, Carla, Dot, and Effie. This time, however, the routine is broken. In
more ways than one. Most significantly, Aunt Irene will be staying with the Vorlobs
until Mrs. Vorlob is rested and back on her feet. Aunt Irene arrives, as does the
baby, but nothing goes quite as expected. Especially for Adine.

The Zebra Wall
Thirty years after their disappearance, the previously frozen Willoughbys have
thawed out and returned from the Alps, to the consternation of their children and
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grandchildren.

I Know You Remember
"Jon Scieszka's Guys Read anthology series for tweens turns to nonfiction in its fifth
volume, True Stories. The fifth installment in the Guys Read Library of Great
Reading features ten stories that are 100% amazing, 100% adventurous, 100%
unbelievable--and 100% true. A star-studded group of award-winning nonfiction
authors and journalists provides something for every reader, all aligned with the
Common Core State Standards. Compiled and edited by real-life literature legend
Jon Scieszka, Guys Read: True Stories is a mind-blowing collection of essays,
biographies, how-to guides, and more, all proving that the truth is most definitely
out there. Supports the Common Core State Standards"--

Green Dolphin Street
IF YOU'LL BE MY VALENTINE Cynthia Rylant and Fumi Kosaka If You'll Be My
Valentine sweetly celebrates the true meaning of Valentine's Day. Charming prose
and captivatingly sweet art create an adorable tableau of loving wishes from one
little boy to all the members of his family.

Amal Unbound
Ten-year-old Manami did not realize how peaceful her family's life on Bainbridge
Island was until the day it all changed. It's 1942, after the attack on Pearl Harbor,
and Manami and her family are Japanese American, which means that the
government says they must leave their home by the sea and join other Japanese
Americans at a prison camp in the desert. Manami is sad to go, but even worse is
that they are going to have to give her and her grandfather's dog, Yujiin, to a
neighbor to take care of. Manami decides to sneak Yujiin under her coat and gets
as far as the mainland before she is caught and forced to abandon Yujiin. She and
her grandfather are devastated, but Manami clings to the hope that somehow
Yujiin will find his way to the camp and make her family whole again. It isn't until
she finds a way to let go of her guilt that Manami can reclaim the piece of herself
that she left behind and accept all that has happened to her family.

The Trouble Begins
When eleven-year-old Fairday Morrow and her family move from Manhattan to the
infamous Begonia House in the quiet country town of Ashpot, Connecticut, weird
clues could lead to big trouble for Fairday and the rest of the Detective Mystery
Squad.

Jeremy Fink and the Meaning of Life
With humor and sensitivity, a debut novelist explores the coming of age of a girl
caught between two cultures as she finds the courage to forge a new destiny.
"Miss, will you be my Amiga?" Amiga means "friend" in Spanish, but at the youth
center, it meant a lady to take you places. I never asked myself if two people as
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different as Miss and me could ever really be amigas. When Jacinta Juarez is paired
with a rich, famous mentor, she is swept away from the diapers and dishes of her
own daily life into a world of new experiences. But crossing la linea into Miss's
world is scary. Half of Jacinta aches for the comfort of Mamá and the familiar safety
of the barrio, while the other half longs to embrace a future that offers more than
cleaning stuff for white people. When her family is torn apart, Jacinta needs to
bring the two halves of herself together to win back everything she's lost. Can she
channel the power she's gained from her mentor and the strength she's inherited
from Mamá to save her shattered home life?

The Assignment
Book your visit to the Beach Plum Cove Inn today..meet widow Lisa Hodges and
her four adult children, friends, and visitors to the newly opened waterfront bed
and breakfast. In the first book, The Nantucket Inn, Lisa learned that her deceased
husband had a hidden gambling addiction and had blown through their retirement
savings. Since she'd been raising four children and hadn't worked in years, she had
no employable skills. Her only option if she wanted to stay on the island near her
loved ones, was to rent out her second floor rooms. And she's loving it so far. Lisa's
first guest, restaurant owner Rhett Byrne quickly became a close friend and then
something more. In her early fifties, it sounds strange to her to call him her
boyfriend, but that's what he is. Her daughter Kristen, finally ended things with
Sean, the separated man that no one in the family was excited about. It wasn't
until she was beginning to move on, that he filed for divorce, and then begged her
for another chance. So she gave him one, much to everyone's dismay. But then the
cottage next door is sold, and she discovers who her new neighbor is. Chase, the
only boy in the family, has never been serious about anyone before. But he's
suddenly withdrawn and has been secretive about who he's seeing, which only
makes everyone that much more curious. When they learn who it is, the concern
grows as no one wants to see Chase hurt, again. Lisa's best friend, Paige, has a
new neighbor too and it's one she is most decidedly not enthused about. Violet was
one of the women who stood up at town meeting and protested against Lisa's inn
being approved by the selectman. Because the house is right next door, Paige
can't help but notice the steady stream of traffic. Violet seems to be very popular
with a lot of people. The inn is doing well and bookings are up, but then one Friday
night, a guest that prepaid for the weekend never shows up. And quite a few
people, including the police, come asking questions.

Connect the Stars
Music, magic, and a real-life miracle meld in this genre-defying masterpiece from
Newbery Honoree Pam Muñoz Ryan! Winner of a 2016 Newbery Honor, ECHO
pushes the boundaries of genre, form, and storytelling innovation. Lost and alone
in a forbidden forest, Otto meets three mysterious sisters and suddenly finds
himself entwined in a puzzling quest involving a prophecy, a promise, and a
harmonica. Decades later, Friedrich in Germany, Mike in Pennsylvania, and Ivy in
California each, in turn, become interwoven when the very same harmonica lands
in their lives. All the children face daunting challenges: rescuing a father,
protecting a brother, holding a family together. And ultimately, pulled by the
invisible thread of destiny, their suspenseful solo stories converge in an orchestral
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crescendo. Richly imagined and masterfully crafted, this impassioned, uplifting,
and virtuosic tour de force will resound in your heart long after the last note has
been struck.

Al Capone Does My Shirts
"A story of family and the legacy of war full of subtle details about life in
contemporary Vietnam. . . .Binh’s dreams will resonate with all young readers." -KIRKUS REVIEWS (Ages 8-12) Every day nine-year-old Binh sells fruit and sodas to
the girls whose families can afford to send them to school, and every night she
returns to her one-room home to share a simple meal with her family. Everything
changes, however, when her grandmother tells Binh she had a daughter during the
war, a child who was sent away to America as a little girl. Now Di Hai -- Binh’s aunt,
a teacher -- is coming to visit, and Binh can’t help but wonder what luxurious gifts
she will bring. Yet when Di Hai arrives, there are so many confusing things about
her: she’s taller than the men, she’s not married, and her presents are mere
trinkets that could have come from Third Aunt’s tourist shop! Still, Binh secretly
hopes Di Hai will take her to live in America. Can her aunt live up to her
expectations? Carolyn Marsden tells Binh’s story with warmth and sensitivity as
she ushers readers into the life and dreams of a young Vietnamese girl.

Dear Juno
This powerful middle-grade novel from the Newbery Honor author of RULES
explores a friendship between a small-town girl and the daughter of migrant
workers.

When Heaven Fell
Winner of the Scott O’Dell Award for Historical Fiction! Perfect for fans of Elizabeth
Acevedo, Ibi Zoboi, and Erika L. Sanchez, this gorgeously written and deeply
moving own voices novel is the YA debut from the award-winning author of Inside
Out & Back Again. 4 starred reviews! In the final days of the Việt Nam War, Hằng
takes her little brother, Linh, to the airport, determined to find a way to safety in
America. In a split second, Linh is ripped from her arms—and Hằng is left behind in
the war-torn country. Six years later, Hằng has made the brutal journey from Việt
Nam and is now in Texas as a refugee. She doesn’t know how she will find the little
brother who was taken from her until she meets LeeRoy, a city boy with big rodeo
dreams, who decides to help her. Hằng is overjoyed when she reunites with Linh.
But when she realizes he doesn’t remember her, their family, or Việt Nam, her
heart is crushed. Though the distance between them feels greater than ever, Hằng
has come so far that she will do anything to bridge the gap.
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